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Physical interpretation and evaluation of the Kohn–Sham and Dyson
components of the e – I relations between the Kohn–Sham orbital energies
and the ionization potentials

O. V. Gritsenko, B. Braı̈da,a) and E. J. Baerends
Section Theoretical Chemistry, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 29 January 2003; accepted 24 April 2003!

Theoretical and numerical insight is gained into thee – I relations between the Kohn–Sham orbital
energiese i and relaxed vertical ionization potentials~VIPs! I j , which provide an analog of
Koopmans’ theorem for density functional theory. The Kohn–Sham orbital energye i has as leading
term 2ni I i2( j PVs( i )

nj I j , whereI i is the primary VIP for ionization (f i)
21 with spectroscopic

factor ~proportional to the intensity in the photoelectron spectrum! ni close to 1, and the setVs( i )
contains the VIPsI j that are satellites to the (f i)

21 ionization, with small but non-negligiblenj . In
addition to this ‘‘average spectroscopic structure’’ of thee i there is an electron-shell step structure
in e i from the contribution of the response potentialv resp. Accurate KS calculations for prototype
second- and third-row closed-shell molecules yield valence orbital energies2e i , which correspond
closely to the experimental VIPs, with an average deviation of 0.08 eV. The theoretical relations are
numerically investigated in calculations of the components of thee – I relations for the H2 molecule,
and for the molecules CO, HF, H2O, HCN. The derivation of thee – I relations employs the Dyson
orbitals~theni are their norms!. A connection is made between the KS and Dyson orbital theories,
allowing the spin-unrestricted KS xc potential to be expressed with a statistical average of individual
xc potentials for the Dyson spin–orbitals as leading term. Additional terms are the correctionvc,kin,s

due to the correlation kinetic effect, and the ‘‘response’’v resp,s , related to the correction to the
energy of (N21) electrons due to the correlation with the reference electron. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1582839#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental importance of the Kohn–Sham den
functional theory~KS-DFT! ~Refs. 1–3! is based on the fact
that it offers an exact independent-particle approach
many-electron theory. It is exact in the sense, that the e
density of the interacting system is delivered with the K
noninteracting system. In the spin-density version of D
~SDFT! ~Refs. 4–6! the exact spin-densityrs of the highest
state (M5S) of a multiplet$CNSM% is produced with theNs

lowest KS spin–orbitalsf is ,

rs~r1!5(
i

Ns

uf is~r1!u2. ~1.1!

From a general point of view, the orbitalsf is can be defined
meaningfully as the Dyson orbitals of the KS noninteract
system. Indeed, for the interacting system the Dyson sp
orbitalsdis are defined conventionally7 with the overlap of a
pure N electron ground stateC0

NSS ~we consider the ‘‘top’’
component of the multiplet$CNSM% of degenerate state
with the spin S! with pure (N21) electron states

C i
(N21)S8M8 ,

a!Also at Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, Groupe de Chimie The´orique,
Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France. Present address: ICM
CSIC, Campus de la UAB, 08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain.
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dis~r1!s~s1!5ANE C i
~N21!S8M8* ~x2 ,...,xN!

3C0
NSS~x1 ,...,xN!dx2¯dxN

~M 85S2ms!. ~1.2!

Note, that in the literature the Dyson orbitals are also cal
‘‘generalized overlap amplitudes.’’ Throughout the paper
any wave functionCNSM the first superscript indexN is the
number of electrons, the second oneS is its spin, and the
third oneM is its eigenvalue for the operatorŜz . The index
i runs over all the ion states, each ion state is character
by a specific total spinS8 andz-componentM 8. In Eq. ~1.2!
ms is the eigenvalue ofŜz for the functions s(s1),
Ŝzs(s1)5mss(s1), ma511/2, mb521/2. Note that only

ion statesC i
(N21)S8M8 for which M 85S61/2 and S21/2

<S8<S11/2 correspond to nonzero Dyson orbitals.
In turn, the KS spin–orbitalsf is can be defined with the

overlap of the corresponding noninteracting states,

f is~r1!s~s1!5ANE Cs,~S2ms!,i
~N21!* ~x2 ,...,xN!

3Cs,~M5S!
N ~x1 ,...,xN!dx2¯dxN . ~1.3!

In Eq. ~1.3! Cs,(M5S)
N is the KS determinant withNa

a-electrons andNb b-electrons, corresponding to the inte
acting state CNSS, and the (N21) electron states
Cs,(M5S2ms),i

(N21) result from removal of the orbitalf is from
-

7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Cs,(M5S)
N . These states are not necessarily eigenstates oŜ2,

therefore we only specify the eigenvalue ofŜz in the sub-
script. We note that in the noninteracting system only ‘‘p
mary’’ ionizations~out of occupied orbitals without any othe
orbital excitation to virtual orbitals! have nonzero Dyson or
bitals, which are identical to the Kohn–Sham orbitals.

Furthermore, the orbitalsdis have minus the ionization
energies@or vertical ionization potentials~VIPs!# of the in-

teracting system2I i
S85E0

NS2Ei
(N21)S8 as their eigenvalues

in the one-electron Dyson equations,

$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vCoul~r1!1Ŝxc,s~ I i
S8!%dis~r1!

52I i
S8dis~r1!, ~1.4!

wherevext is the external potential,vCoul is the Hartree po-
tential of the electrostatic electron repulsion of the grou
state electron density, andŜxc,s is the nonlocal xc self-
energy operator. In their turn, the KS orbitalsf is have ion-
ization energies of the noninteracting systeme is5Es,(M5S)

N

2Es,(S2ms),i
(N21) as their eigenvalues in the KS one-electr

equations,

$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vCoul~r1!1vxc,s~r1!%f is~r1!

5e isf is~r1!, ~1.5!

wherevxc,s is the local, state-independent xc potential. No
that, unlike in the finite, independent-particle representa
~1.1!, the same spin-densityrs is expressed with all ‘‘inter-
acting’’ Dyson orbitalsdis ,

rs~r1!5(
i

`

udis~r1!u2. ~1.6!

The physical meaning of the KS orbital energiese is is pro-
vided by an analog of Koopmans theorem established
cently in Refs. 8 and 9. It is based on the exact relati
between the energiese i of H5N/2 occupied orbitalsf i and
VIPs I j ,

e52M21PI1M21eresp,

Mi j 52E uf i~r !u2uf j~r !u2

r~r !
dr ~H3H matrix!, ~1.7!

Pi j 52E uf i~r !u2udj~r !u2

r~r !
dr ~H3` matrix!.

These equations were derived for closed-shell systems.
infinite-dimensional column vectorI contains all ionization
energies, which are ordered in the same way as the se
Dyson orbitals~i.e., the columns ofP!, namely the primary
ionizations come first. The primary ionizations are those t
can be described in good approximation by a Koopma
configuration, i.e., a single orbital ionization. When there
strong correlation in the ground state or in the ionized st
it may not be possible to identifyH ionizations unambigu-
ously as primary ones. Such molecules are not include
this study. TheH-dimensional column vectoreresp contains
the matrix elementse j

resp5* uf j (r1)u2v resp(r1)dr1 of the ‘‘re-
sponse’’ potential for the occupied KS orbitals.3,10,11A quali-
loaded 30 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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tative interpretation of Eq.~1.7! made in Ref. 8 allows us to
identify the KS orbital energiese i as approximate but rathe
accuraterelaxedVIPs I i ,

e i'2I i . ~1.8!

The quality of this approximation appears to be high
outer valence orbitals and it becomes an exact identity
the highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO!.

In this paper a comparative theoretical and numeri
study of the Kohn–Sham and Dyson orbitals is carried
and calculation of various components of the relations~1.7!
are performed for prototype molecules. In Sec. II a conn
tion is established between the one-electron equations fo
Dyson spin–orbitalsdis and for the Kohn–Sham orbitals
The equations for the Dyson spin–orbitalsdis and the Schro¨-
dinger equation for the square root of the spin-densityrs are
derived as limiting cases of universal equations for par
spin-densities of an arbitrary subset of the Dyson sp
orbitals.

Comparison of these equations with the spin-unrestric
KS one-electron equations allows to establish a relation
tween the xc potentials~operators! for Dyson and KS orbit-
als. In Sec. III the orbital energiese i are obtained with ac-
curate KS potentials constructed fromab initio densities for
some prototype closed-shell molecules of elements of
first three periods and they are compared with the exp
mental VIPsI i . The accurate2e i of the valence orbitals
provide a very good estimate of the correspondingI i , with
average deviation of only 0.08 eV. Section IV presents
benchmark calculation for H2 of the KS and Dyson compo
nents of the relations~1.7!, which provides a numerical con
firmation of these relations. In Sec. V the ingredients of E
~1.7!, the Dyson orbitalsdi , the matricesM andP, and the
componentsM21PI andM21erespare obtained withab initio
and accurate KS calculations for the molecules CO, H
H2O, HCN. In Sec. VI the implications of the present resu
for DFT are discussed and the conclusions are drawn.

II. UNIVERSAL EQUATION FOR PARTIAL
SPIN-DENSITIES

The road to a meaningful comparison of the one-elect
equations for the KS and Dyson orbitals passes through
Schrödinger-type equation for the square root of the sp
density,

$2 1
2¹

21veff,s~r1!%Ars~r1!5msArs~r1!. ~2.1!

In this section we shall show that both Eq.~1.4! for dis and
Eq. ~2.1! for Ars are just the limiting cases of an univers
equation for the square root of the partial spin-densityrs

p ,

rs
p~r1!5 (

j PVp

udj s~r1!u2 ~2.2!

of any arbitrary subset$dj s , j PVp% of Dyson spin–orbitals.
In order to derive this equation, we expand theN electron
ground stateC0

NSS in terms of (N21) electron states

C i
(N21)S8M8 and the corresponding Dyson orbita

dis(r1)s(s1),
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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C0
NSS~x1 ,...,xN!5

1

AN
(

s5a,b
(

S85~S2ms!

S11/2

(
i @S8~S2ms!#

dis~r1!

3s~s1!C i
~N21!S8~S2ms!

~x2 ,...,xN!,

~2.3!

where i @S8(S2ms)# means that the indexi only runs over
those ion statesC i

(N21)S( i )M ( i ) for which the total spinS( i )
5S8 and theŜz-eigenvalueM ( i )5S2ms . It is also pos-
sible to expand the wave function using the spin-resol
conditional probability amplitudes

Fs~x2¯xNur1!5C~r1s,x2¯xN!/Ars~r1!/N,
~2.4!

C0
NSS~x1 ,...,xN!5 (

s5a,b
Ars~r1!

N
Fs~x2¯xNur1!s~s1!,

Fs is an (N21)-electron wave function, the square
which is the probability to find electrons 2,...,N with spatial
and spin coordinatesx25r2 ,s2 ,...,xN5rN ,sN , if electron 1
is at the positionr1 with spin s. It follows from Eqs.~2.3!
and ~2.4!, that for the minor spin~b! only the states
C i

(N21)(S11/2)(S11/2) with S85(S11/2), M 85(S11/2) con-
tribute to Fb , while for the major spin~a! the states
C i

(N21)(S61/2)(S21/2) with M 85S21/2 and bothS85S11/2
and S85S21/2 contribute toFa . Then, by analogy with
Fs , we introduce the partial spin-amplitudeFs

p ,

Fs
p~x2¯xNur1!5

1

Ars
p~r1!

(
j PVp

dj s~r1!C j
~N21!S8~ j !M8~ j !

3~x2¯xN!~M 8~ j !5S2ms!, ~2.5!

which includes the Dyson orbitals$dj s , j PVp% contributing
to rs

p of ~2.2! and the parent (N21) electron states

C j
(N21)S8( j ),M8( j ) ,(M 8( j )5S2ms).

With Eqs. ~2.3!–~2.5!, one can derive an effective one
electron equation forArs

p from the Schro¨dinger equation
ĤNC0

NSS5E0
NSC0

NSSby partitioning of its~spin-free! Hamil-
tonian ĤN into the (N21) electron HamiltonianĤN21 and
the remainder,

ĤN52
1

2
¹1

21vext~r1!1(
j 52

N
1

ur12r j u
1ĤN21.

For each spins we also subtract from both sides of th
Schrödinger equation the termEp0

(N21)(s)C0
NSS, where

Ep0
(N21)(s) is the lowest energy for the statesC j

(N21)S8( j ),M8( j )

which contribute toFs
p . Inserting expansion~2.3! and the

partitioning of the Hamiltonian in the Schro¨dinger equation
with Ep0

(N21)(s)C0
NSSsubtracted, and then multiplying by th

partial spin-amplitudeFs
p(x2 ,...,xNur1)s(s1) and integrat-

ing over s1 ,x2 ,...,xN , we obtain an exact equation for th
square root of the partial spin-densityrs

p ,

$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vkin,s
p ~r1!1vs

N21~p!~r1!1Ŵcond,s
~p! %

3Ars
p~r1!5ms

pArs
p~r1!, ~2.6!
loaded 30 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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wherems
p5E0

NS2Ep0
(N21)(s) . In Eq. ~2.6!, vkin,s

p andvs
N21(p)

are local potentials defined in terms of the partial amplitu
Fs

p . In particular,vkin,s
p is the kinetic contribution,

vkin,s
p ~r1!5^Fs

pu2 1
2¹1

2uFs
p& ~2.7!

~the bracketŝ & denote integration overs1 ,x2 ,...,xN , not
over r1) and the potentialvs

N21(p) is determined with the
expectation value of the (N21) electron HamiltonianĤN21,

vs
N21~p!~r1!5^Fs

puĤN21uFs
p&2Ep0

~N21!~s!

5 (
j PVp

udj s~r1!u2

rs
p~r1!

~Ej
~N21!S8~ j !2Ep0

~N21!~s!!.

~2.8!

The nonlocal operatorŴcond,s
(p) represents in Eq.~2.6! the

potential effect of the electron–electron interaction, it is d
fined in terms of both partialFs

p and totalFs conditional
probability spin-amplitudes and its action onArs

p is defined
as follows:

Ŵcond,s
~p! Ars

p~r1!5^Fs
pu(

j 52

N
1

ur12r j u
uFs&Ars~r1!. ~2.9!

Thus,Ŵcond,s
(p) can be considered as a ‘‘superexchange’’ o

erator acting on the ‘‘superorbital’’Ars
p, it takes this ‘‘super-

orbital’’ and replaces it with the square root of the total sp
densityArs. Subtracting fromŴcond,s

(p) the Hartree potentia
of the electrostatic electron repulsionvCoul, we define the
partial xc-hole operatorŴxc,s

hole(p)5Ŵcond,s
(p) 2vcoul(r1), so that

the universal equation~2.6! for partial spin-densities assume
the final form,

$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vkin,s
p ~r1!1vs

N21~p!~r1!1vCoul~r1!

1Ŵxc,s
hole~p!%Ars

p~r1!5ms
pArs

p~r1!. ~2.10!

If only a single Dyson spin–orbitaldj s is taken in Eq.~2.2!,
the potentialsvs

N21(p) andvkin,s
p vanish in the corresponding

Eq. ~2.10! and it turns into the Dyson equation represented
follows:

$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vCoul~r1!1Ŵxc,s
hole,j%dj s~r1!52I jdj s~r1!.

~2.11!

In Eq. ~2.11! the action of the operatorŴxc,s
hole,j on dj s is

defined as

Ŵxc,s
hole,jdj s~r1!5^C j

~N21!u(
k52

N
1

ur12r ku
uFs&Ars~r1!

2vCoul~r1!dj s~r1!. ~2.12!

Comparison of Eq.~2.11! with the standard form~1.4! of the
Dyson equation allows to identify the action of the opera
Ŵxc,s

hole,j with that of the xc self-energy operatorŜxc ,

Ŵxc,s
hole,jdj ,s5Ŝxc~ I j !dj ,s . ~2.13!

For the benefit of further analysis we rewrite Eq.~2.11! with
the multiplicative state-dependent potentialvxc,s

hole,j (r1),
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vCoul~r1!1vxc,s
hole,j~r1!%dj s~r1!

52I jdj s~r1!, ~2.14!

which is defined as

vxc,s
hole,j~r1!5

1

dj s~r1!
Ŵxc,s

hole,jdj s~r1!. ~2.15!

When all Dyson spin–orbitals$dj s% are included in Eq.
~2.2!, Eq. ~2.10! turns to the Schro¨dinger equation forArs,

$2 1
2¹

21vext~r1!1vkin,s~r1!1vs
N21~r1!1vCoul~r1!

1vxc,s
hole~r1!%Ars~r1!5msArs~r1!, ~2.16!

with ms5E0
NS2E0

(N21)(s) and the local, state-independe
potentialsvkin,s , vs

N21, vxc,s
hole . In particular, the kinetic con-

tribution vkin,s is12

vkin,s~r1!5^Fsu2 1
2 ¹1

2uFs&, ~2.17!

and the potentialvs
N21,

vs
N21~r1!5^FsuĤN21uFs&2E0

~N21!~s!

5 (
S85~S2ms!

S11/2

(
i @S~ i !5S8,M ~ i !5S2ms#

udis~r1!u2

rs~r1!

3~Ei
~N21!S82E0

~N21!~s!! ~2.18!

can be expressed as the statistical average over the D

spin–orbitals of excitations (Ei
(N21)S82E0

(N21)(s)) in the
(N21) electron system. The action of the xc-hole opera
Ŵxc,s

hole(p) turns in this case to that of the local potential of t
xc-hole vxc,s

hole ~Ref. 13! familiar in spin-density functiona
theory ~SDFT!,

Ŵxc,s
hole~r1!Ars5vxc,s

hole~r1!Ars,
~2.19!

vxc,s
hole~r1!5^Fsu(

j 52

N
1

ur12r j u
uFs&2vCoul~r1!

5(
s8

E dr2

rs8~r2!

ur12r2u @gss8~r1 ,r2!21#,

wheregss8 is the pair-correlation function. From Eqs.~2.3!–
~2.5!, ~2.12!, ~2.15!, and~2.19! follows, that the xc-hole po-
tential can be expressed as the statistical average of
vidual xc potentialsvxc,s

hole,j for the Dyson orbitals,

vxc,s
hole~r1!5(

i

` udis~r1!u2

rs~r1!
vxc,s

hole,i~r1!. ~2.20!

The xc hole potential is only a part of the total xc potent
vxc,s that features in the KS equations,

vxc,s~r1!5vxc,s
hole~r1!1vc,kin,s~r1!1v resp,s~r1!, ~2.21!

where vc,kin,s represents the correlation kinetic effect, a
v resp,s the change of the energy of (N21) electrons from the
ground state energy of the ion to the energy of the con
tional amplitudeFs(x2 ,...,xNur1) which represents the re
distribution of the (N21)-electron system due to the corr
lation with the reference electron atr1 ,s. The potentials
vc,kin,s and v resp,s have been discussed elsewhere.3,10,14,15
loaded 30 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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Then, from Eqs.~2.20! and ~2.21! follows the relation be-
tween the xc potentials for the KS and Dyson orbitals,

vxc,s~r1!5(
i

` udis~r1!u2

rs~r1!
vxc,s

hole,i~r1!1vc,kin,s~r1!

1v resp,s~r1!. ~2.22!

With Eq. ~2.22!, the xc potentialvxc,s for the KS orbitalsf is

does not only contain a local hole potential which is a sta
tical average of individual xc potentialsvxc,s

hole,i for the inter-
acting Dyson orbitalsdis ~representing the action of the sel
energy operator!, but has in addition the termsvc,kin,s and
v resp,s . Equation~2.22! provides an explicit relation betwee
the Kohn–Sham potential and the ‘‘potentials’’~self-energy
operator! featuring in the equations for the Dyson orbita
Neither Eq.~2.22! nor the result of Ref. 16 that the xc Kohn
Sham potential can be considered to be the best local
proximation to the exchange-correlation self-energy allow
to make an estimate of how close or remote the corresp
dence between Kohn–Sham orbitals~only N occupied! and
Dyson orbitals~infinite number! actually is, in particular
since it is already well known that Hartree–Fock orbita
Kohn–Sham orbitals, and Dyson orbitals~at least those cor-
responding to primary ion states! are usually all very similar.
We return to this point below.

The response potential plays a crucial role in thee – I
relations@Eq. ~1.7!#. This potential has a steplike behavio
when going from one shell to another shell in an atom10 and
indeed a rather accurate approximation in the exchange-
case has been provided by Krieger, Li, and Iafrate~KLI !,17

who represented the response part of the exchange pote
as the statistical average over the occupied KS orbitalsf i of
the orbital ‘‘steps’’wi ,

v resp~r1!>(
i

N/2
2uf i~r1!u2

r~r1!
wi , ~2.23!

which exhibits the step structure ofv resp.
3 Inserting Eq.

~2.23! in Eq. ~1.7!, one obtains

e>2M21PI2w. ~2.24!

We will verify in the next section for a series of prototyp
closed shell molecules that the KS orbital energies ind
approximate quite closely the experimental vertical IPs~for
valence levels!. Then in the next sections we will furthe
analyze the relations~1.7! and ~2.24!. In particular the cor-
respondence between occupied Kohn–Sham orbitals
Dyson orbitals belonging to primary ionizations~character-
ized by a single orbital ionization as leading term in the wa
function!, and Dyson orbitals of satellites will be discuss
in order to provide an understanding of the structure of
matricesM andP ~henceM21P). This is required to arrive
at a full explanation of how the relations~1.7! can lead to the
‘‘empirical’’ finding that e i'I i .
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Comparison of the KS, HF, and GGA-BP orbital energies2e i (eV) with experimental vertical
ionization potentials~the corresponding references are indicated in the table!. AAD are the average absolut
differences between the KS orbital energies and the VIPs for either the upper valence levels, AAD~val! or lower
valence and core levels, AAD~inner!. For BP in parentheses are the sum (eH1I H) for the HOMO, the orbital
energies shifted by this amount for the other orbitals, and AADs for the shifted orbital energies.

MO HF GGA-BP KS Expt.

Molecule MO 2e i 2e i 2e i I i

COa–e 5s 15.12 9.18~4.83! 14.01 14.01
1p 17.42 11.95~16.78! 16.80 16.91
4s 21.94 14.27~19.10! 19.37 19.72

AAD ~val! 1.28 5.08~0.25! 0.15
3s 41.47 29.47~34.29! 34.70 38.3
2s 309.17 272.50~277.33! 279.27 296.21
1s 562.36 513.53~518.37! 519.92 542.55

AAD ~inner! 11.98 20.52~15.69! 14.39
SiOd 7s 11.93 7.59~4.02! 11.61 11.61

2p 12.90 8.22~12.24! 12.29 12.19
6s 16.63 10.83~14.84! 14.80 14.80

AAD ~val! 0.95 4.05~0.03! 0.03
5s 34.41 23.59~27.61! 28.01
1p 116.22 95.82~99.84! 101.62
4s 116.20 95.61~99.63! 101.96
3s 167.88 138.95~142.97! 145.51
2s 558.69 510.48~514.50! 518.75
1s 1872.70 1783.13~1787.15! 1802.16

N2
b,c,e 3sg 17.27 10.39~5.19! 15.57 15.58

1pu 16.72 11.72~16.91! 16.68 16.93
2su 21.21 13.60~18.79! 18.77 18.75

AAD ~val! 1.45 5.21~0.02! 0.09
2sg 40.04 28.36~33.55! 33.69 37.3
1su 426.67 383.67~388.86! 389.72 409.98
1sg 426.76 383.70~388.89! 389.76 409.98

AAD ~inner! 12.07 20.51~15.32! 14.70
P2

f 2pu 10.11 7.21~3.44! 10.65 10.65
5sg 11.17 7.34~10.78! 10.91 10.84

AAD ~val! 0.43 3.47~0.03! 0.04
4su 16.54 11.65~15.09! 14.95
4sg 24.60 17.09~20.53! 20.53
1pg 147.21 124.09~127.53! 129.64
1pu 147.21 124.24~127.68! 129.65
3su 147.20 124.25~127.69! 129.93
3sg 147.26 124.25~127.69! 129.98
2su 204.59 172.68~176.12! 178.42
2sg 204.61 172.69~176.13! 178.43
1su 2176.23 2079.42~2082.86! 2099.33
1sg 2176.23 2079.42~2082.86! 2099.33

HFb,g,h 1p 17.69 9.75~6.44! 16.18 16.19
3s 20.92 13.61~20.04! 19.90 19.9

AAD ~val! 1.26 6.51~0.07! 0.00
2s 43.58 30.18~36.62! 36.77 39.7
1s 715.53 660.44~666.88! 668.33 694.23

AAD ~inner! 12.59 21.65~15.21! 14.41
HCll 2p 12.97 8.13~4.64! 12.77 12.77

5s 17.04 11.90~16.53! 16.53 16.6
4s 30.41 21.22~25.86! 25.82 25.8

AAD ~val! 1.75 4.68~0.04! 0.03
1p 218.77 190.98~195.62! 199.59
3s 218.84 191.27~195.91! 199.79
2s 287.75 250.44~255.08! 259.80
1s 2853.04 2742.09~2746.73! 2771.13

H2Ob,c,d 1b1 13.85 7.32~5.3! 12.62 12.62
3a1 15.89 9.46~14.76! 14.73 14.74
1b2 19.35 13.19~18.49! 18.33 18.55

AAD ~val! 1.06 5.34~0.04! 0.08
2a1 36.67 25.36~30.66! 30.72 32.2
1a1 559.65 510.81~516.11! 517.48 539.90

AAD ~inner! 12.11 17.96~12.66! 11.95
HCNk 1p 13.49 9.10~4.51! 13.61 13.61
 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

MO HF GGA-BP KS Expt.

5s 15.87 9.28~13.79! 14.09 14.01
4s 22.17 15.29~19.80! 19.95 19.86

AAD ~val! 1.43 4.60~0.05! 0.06
3s 33.65 23.14~27.65! 27.96
2s 307.30 270.90~275.40! 276.97
1s 424.49 381.39~386.10! 387.79

FCNl 2p 13.68 8.83~4.82! 13.65 13.65
7s 16.38 9.68~14.50! 14.72 14.56
1p 22.16 14.02~18.84! 19.74 19.3
6s 25.31 17.43~22.25! 22.83 22.6

AAD ~val! 1.85 5.02~0.22! 0.21
5s 34.26 23.59~28.41! 28.68
4s 48.07 34.29~39.11! 40.19
3s 310.20 273.28~278.10! 279.43
2s 424.79 381.85~386.67! 387.88
1s 719.44 664.26~669.08! 670.74

aReference 42.
bReference 43.
cReference 44.
dReference 45.
eReference 46.
fReference 47.

gReference 48.
hReference 49.
iReference 50.
jReference 51.
kReference 52.
lReference 53.
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III. e i OF ACCURATE KS POTENTIALS VERSUS HF e i
AND EXPERIMENTAL VIPs

The orbital energiese i can be obtained with KS poten
tials constructed from highly accurateab initio densities. In
our previous publications the KS solutions have been p
duced for molecules of the elements of the first and sec
periods.8,18–20 In this paper the KS energiese i are obtained
for the closed-shell diatomic molecules SiO, P2 , and HCl of
the elements Si, P, Cl of the third row. Table I presents th
e i together with those for their second-row analogs CO, N2 ,
and HF obtained at the experimental equilibrium geome
In addition,e i for the triatomic molecules H2O, HCN, and
FCN are calculated and they are also presented in Tab
They are compared with the experimental valence VIPsI i

determined with He~I! UV photoelectron spectroscopy~i.e.,
I i,21.2 eV) and, in some cases, with the experimental V
for the deep valence and core levels. The comparison is
made withe i calculated with the Hartree–Fock~HF! method
as well as with the potential of the standard DFT generali
gradient approximation~GGA!, the combination BP of the
exchange functional of Becke~B88! ~Ref. 21! and the corre-
lation functional of Perdew~P86!.22

The iterative local updating scheme of van Leeuwen a
Baerends~LB! ~Ref. 23! has been used to get the KS soluti
from theab initio density. The molecular KS xc potentialvxc

is constructed in the basis of the Gaussian functions.
correct Coulombic asymptotics21/r together with the re-
quirement, that the HOMO orbital energyeH should be close
to 2I H , is imposed onvxc within the LB scheme, as wa
described in Refs. 8 and 24. Theab initio configuration in-
teraction~CI! calculations have been performed by means
the ATMOL package.25 The construction of the KS solutio
has been performed with a Gaussian orbital density fu
tional code12,26based on theATMOL package. For the second
row elements the quadruple-zeta correlation-consistent po
 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
-
d

e

y.

I.

s
so

d

d

e

f

c-

r-

ized core-valence~aug-cc-pCVQZ! basis sets27 of contracted
Gaussian functions have been used with allf-, g-, and the
most diffused-functions excluded. For CO, HF, and H2O the
basis sets differ from those used in our Ref. 8, so that
correspondinge i are slightly different. For H and the third
row elements similar quadruple-zeta correlation-consis
polarized valence~aug-cc-pVQZ! basis sets28,29 without f-,
g-, and the most diffused-functions have been used.

The KS orbital energies2e i closely match the experi
mental VIPsI i for the valence levels~see Table I!. The av-
erage~over all considered molecules! deviation of valence
2e i is only 0.08 eV. In particular, for the HF molecule no
only the first, but also the second VIP practically coincid
with 2e i . For molecules of the third-row elements a typic
2e i deviation D appears to be even smaller, than that
molecules of the second-row elements. For example, for
and HCl D is only 0.03 eV. On the other hand, the large
D50.21 eV is found for FCN. The KS orbital energies r
produce the trend of the experimental VIPs, namely, the
lence levelse i of the third-row-element molecules SiO, P2 ,
and HCl are higher than the corresponding levels of th
second-row-element analogues CO, N2 , and HF.

The Hartree–Fock Koopmans theorem produces, on
average, an order of magnitude worse estimate of vale
VIPs ~see Table I!. The average~over all considered mol-
ecules! deviation for2e i

HF amounts to 1.27 eV, the smalle
is D50.43 eV for P2 , while the largest isD51.85 eV for
FCN. As a rule, Koopmans theorem considerably overe
mates VIPs, due to the neglect of electron relaxation in
cationic states. Note, that for the HF HOMOs of the thir
row-element molecules SiO, P2 , HCl and larger molecules
HCN, FCN this lack of relaxation seems to be compensa
with the neglect of electron Coulomb correlation in the H
method. Due to this,2eH

HF for SiO and HCl are only some
what higher thanI H , for FCN these quantities practicall
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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coincide, while for P2 and HCN2eH
HF are even smaller than

I H . Another exception is2e i
HF for the 1pu MO of N2 ,

which is smaller than the correspondingI i , because of the
wrong ordering of ionizations, which Koopmans theore
provides for N2 ~see Table I!.

As has been already mentioned in Ref. 8, the agreem
between2e i andI i is less precise for the lower valence a
core levels~see the data in Table I for CO, N2 , HF, H2O),
with the absolute2e i deviation increasing with the depth o
the level. In this case the HF orbital energiese i

HF are consis-
tently lower than the KSe i , so that Koopmans theorem con
sistently overestimates VIPs of the deep valence and
levels, while its KS analog underestimates them. It is int
esting to note, that for these levels a typical2e i

HF deviation
is always close to 12 eV, while a typical2e i deviation is
close to 14.5 eV for CO, N2 , HF, and only for H2O it is
11.95 eV, which is somewhat less than the2e i

HF deviation of
12.11 eV.

The BP column of Table I displays, at first glance, ju
the well-known feature of the GGA potentials, namely, t
systematic underestimation~on absolute value! of the KS
orbital energies. BP greatly underestimates2e i and I i in all
cases, with the average errors~with respect toI i) ranging
from 3.44 eV for P2 to 6.44 eV for HF. However, a close
look at these errors reveals, how remarkably systematic
are for a particular molecule. For each molecule we pres
in the parentheses for the HOMO the sum (eH

BP1I H), and for
the other orbitals the energies shifted downward by this s
as well as their average error~deviation from VIP!. The sur-
prising conclusion is, that the (eH

BP1I H)-shifted BP orbital
energies reproduce the valence VIPs remarkably well~see
Table I!. The correspondingD varies from 0.02 eV for N2 to
0.25 eV for CO, so that the average error~over all considered
molecules! of 0.09 eV is practically identical to the 0.08 e
average error for the KS orbitals. For the lower valence a
core levels~see the data in Table I for CO, N2 , HF, H2O) the
BP D values are by 0.6–1.3 eV larger than the KS on
Thus, judging from the calculated orbital energies, the (eH

BP

1I H)-shifted BP xc potential is close to the accurate KS o
especially in the valence region. Therefore, in spite of
well-known deficiency of the long-range asymptotics of t
GGA potentials, GGA-BP may reproduce rather accurat
the form of the KS potential in the bulk region.

The results of the calculations presented in this sec
provide further support for the interpretation of the KS o
bital energies2e i as approximate relaxed VIPs@Eq. ~1.8!#.
In the next section individual components of thee – I rela-
tions will be evaluated and the conditions of the type~4.13!
will be analyzed in order to get a theoretical understand
of the correspondence between2e i andI i established in this
section.

IV. STRUCTURE OF e – I RELATIONS AND NUMERICAL
CONFIRMATION FOR H2

In view of the important role of Dyson orbitals in th
e – I relations, we first make a few comments on the Dys
loaded 30 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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orbitals in relation to the theory of photoionization. Again
that background the matricesM and P will then be dis-
cussed.

When the Hartree–Fock determinant is a good ze
order approximation of the wave function, and if there wou
be no electron relaxation after an orbital ionization, t
Dyson orbital of that ionization would be practically ident
cal to the Hartree–Fock orbital. The same reasoning ho
when one takes the Kohn–Sham orbitals as one-particle
sis ~which are quite close to Hartree–Fock orbita
anyway30!. Of course correlation effects in the ground sta
and relaxation plus correlation effects in the ionized sta
leading to admixture of substituted determinants, will cau
deviation from precise equality between Dyson orbitals a
Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham orbitals. Notably, the norms
the Dyson orbitals will start to deviate from 1. Note, that t
di , defined in Eq.~1.2!, are nonorthogonal, non-normal, an
generally linearly dependent orbitals. The norms

ni5E udi~r1!u2dr1 , ~4.1!

which obey the sum rule

(
i

`

ni5N/2 ~4.2!

are calledspectroscopic factorsand are related to the inten
sity of the corresponding ion state in the photoelectron sp
trum. As we will see, typically—as, for instance, for the mo
ecules investigated in the previous section—the overlap
the normalizedDyson orbital of a primary ionization with
the corresponding Kohn–Sham orbital is very close to
~.0.999!. The norms of these Dyson orbitals correspond
to primary ion states, typically differ less than 10% from
As can be seen from Eq.~1.2!, these conditions will arise
when the independent particle picture is a good approxim
tion, in the sense that the ground state wave function is w
approximated by a single determinant of Kohn–Sham or
als, and when the Koopmans or frozen-orbital approximat
would be reasonable for the primary ion state. These st
ments can be made for Hartree–Fock as well as for Koh
Sham orbitals, the overlaps of the normalized primary Dys
orbitals with the occupied Hartree–Fock orbitals are as cl
to 1 as they are for the occupied Kohn–Sham orbitals. So
cannot conclude that Kohn–Sham orbitals are closer
Dyson orbitals than to Hartree–Fock orbitals.

There are many more ion states than the primary on
Each is characterized by a Dyson orbitaldc (c.H). These
Dyson orbitals have in general quite small norms, and
intensity in the photoelectron spectrum is negligible. It occ
sionally happens that the norm of such a Dyson orbita
non-negligible, and the intensity in the photoelectron sp
trum ~the ‘‘pole strength’’ of the ionization! is then signifi-
cant~usually such peaks in the photoelectron spectrum oc
as satellites to the large intensity peaks of the prim
ionizations!.31 We point to two situations where such beha
ior can occur. Suppose that electron relaxation upon a
ticular orbital ionization, fromf i say, is described by admix
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ing to the frozen-orbital determinant describing the orbit
ionization, a certain one-electron excitationf j→fa . This
may for instance happen when the orbitalf i is localized on
the left atom of a diatomic, andf j is a bonding orbital and
fa is an antibonding orbital. Then thef j→fa excitation
leads to partial replacement of the density corresponding
doubly occupiedf j orbital by a densityuf j1fau2, which is
localized on the left atom. This is the expected relaxation
electron density, which moves screening charge towards
ionized atom. There is also a higher lying ion state which
the f j→fa excited state~‘‘shake-up’’! of the primary ion
state (f i)

21. This ion state will now have, if only for or-
thogonality reasons, some admixture of the determinant w
only the single (f i)

21 ionization~the frozen orbital determi-
nant for the primary ionization!. In the overlap Eq.~1.2! this
singly ionized determinant appearing in the CI expansion
the shake-up ion state will yield, from the overlap with t
leading fully occupied determinant in the neutral grou
state wave function, the orbitalf i as major contribution to
the Dyson orbital. It will however be multiplied with th
relatively small mixing coefficient of the primary ionizatio
determinant in the shake-up wave function, hence the n
of this Dyson orbital will not be close to 1 but will be sma
The corresponding intensity in the photoelectron spectrum
this ‘‘shake-up satellite to (f i)

21’’ will be much smaller than
that of the primary ionization, but not negligible. Note that
this case the satellite is an excitation~‘‘shake-up’’! of just the
primary ionization that is responsible for the main peak
second case where intensity of satellite peaks appea
when an ion state that contains an excitation in addition t
~primary! ionization, becomes accidentally near-degener
with a different primary ion state. The near-degeneracy m
lead to mixing, and in that case the admixing of that prima
ion state causes the Dyson orbital to be like the ionized
bital of that primary ion state, and the different-from-ze
norm leads to intensity of the shake-up ion state. In this c
the shake-up ion state ‘‘steals’’ intensity from the differe
primary ion state and appears—on account of the initial ne
degeneracy—as a satellite to that primary ion state.
course, much more intricate CI mixings will occur in man
cases, and we have noticed many Dyson orbitals which~after
normalization! could not be identified with a single occupie
Kohn–Sham orbital. However, we do find in our prese
molecules a very large overlap of the normalized Dyson a
plitude of the important satellites—those with nonnegligib
intensity—with a single occupied Kohn–Sham orbital.
that case we can unambiguously define the setVs( i ) of sat-
ellites to the primary ion state (f i)

21, in the sense that thei
Dyson orbitals have nonnegligible norm and have, after n
malization, large overlap withf i .

Let us consider the structure of the matricesP and
M21P against this background. As shown below we colle
in the firstH columns ofP the weighted~with r21) overlaps
of f i

2 with d j2, and in the remaining columns those with th
Dyson orbitals of the shake-up ionizations@see Eq.~1.7!#.
When the ‘‘normalized’’ Dyson orbitalsni

21/2di of the pri-
mary ionizations are close to the occupied Kohn–Sham
bitals, we can substitutedi5ni

1/2f i in the leadingH3H
block of P and obtain that each
loaded 30 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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Structure of matrixP

columnj of this part of theP matrix ~let us denote it asP̄! is
multiplied by the correspondingnj , i.e., P̄'MN if N is di-
agonal,Ni j 5nid i j . So M21P̄'N, a diagonal matrix with
the pole strengths of the primary ionizationsni as the diag-
onal elements. Similarly, ifnc

21/2dc of a satellite is close to
an occupied KS orbital,f i say, the corresponding column o
the P matrix becomes a weighted column of the ro
(M21P) jc'd j i nc . This entry indicates the strength of th
satellite,

Approximate structure of matrixM21P

the M matrix, Pjc'ncM ji . The corresponding column o
M21P, the Dyson orbital of which belongs to an ion sta
that is a satellite to the primary ionization fromf i , will then
only have an entry (nc) at thei-? With this, thee – I relations
~1.7! in their simplified form~2.24! assume the form,

e i'2niI i2 (
cPVs~ i !

ncI c2 (
c¹Vs~ i !

~M21P! icI c1wi .

~4.3!

The first term in the r.h.s. of Eq.~4.3! is the contribution toe i

from the primary ionization, the second term displays t
satellite structure, the third term collects contributions fro
other ionizations, and the fourth term is the response ‘‘ste
For outer valence orbitals there is negligible or no satel
structure, so the pole strengthsni of the primary ionizations
are close to 1, while the last three terms are expected to
much smaller than the first one. This leads to the Koopm
interpretation Eq.~1.8! of the e – I relations~1.7!, e i'2I i .
More specifically, by writing Eq.~4.3! in the form,

TABLE II. Components~eV! of the e – I relations for H2 .

H2 eH I H(calc.) eH
resp n̄H SHH (8~calc.! (8~estim.!

1s 216.44 16.44 1.25 0.953 0.99997 2.02 2.02
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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e i'2I i1~12ni !I i2 (
cPVs~ i !

ncI c

2 (
c¹Vs~ i !

~M21P! icI c1wi , ~4.4!

we note that the last four terms on the right-hand side of
~4.4! should add up to zero in order to make the relatione i

52I i hold. For upper valence ionizations, where the sa

lite structure is very weak~i.e., ni'1, nc'0) and the KLI al

loaded 30 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
q.

l-

constant very small,wi'0, we might expect this to happen
However, we have already indicated in Ref. 8 that the re
tion,

~12ni !I i2 (
cPVs~ i !

ncI c2 (
c¹Vs~ i !

~M21P! icI c1wi'0

~4.5!

may actually depend on cancellation of these terms ra
than them being individually very close to zero. A numeric
TABLE III. Components~eV! of the e – I relations for CO, HF, H2O, and HCN.

CO 5s 1p 4s 3s 2s 1s

I i(calc.) 14.23 17.08 20.25 36.27
~37.35,40.12,40.35!

¯ ¯

e i
resp 4.30 6.29 6.59 7.06 28.01 39.12

(M21e resp) i 1.83 2.75 5.11 9.07 30.97 45.16
(M21P)i i 0.945 0.938 0.898 0.365

~0.198,0.159,0.092!
¯ ¯

ni 0.935 0.929 0.900 0.344
~0.177,0.083,0.171!

¯ ¯

Sii 0.9997 0.9997 0.9996 0.997
~0.961,0.990,0.982!

¯ ¯

(8~calc.! 2.10 1.42 1.35 20.83 ¯ ¯

(8~estim.! 2.60 3.84 6.77 29.79 ¯ ¯

HCN 1p 5s 4s 3s 2s 1s
I i(calc.) 13.59 14.37 21.05 30.88

~35.84!
¯ ¯

e i
resp 5.07 5.49 4.15 6.13 28.43 33.96

(M21e resp) i 1.64 3.64 3.21 8.06 31.67 38.45
(M21P)i i 0.954 0.891 0.931 0.538

~0.123!
¯ ¯

ni 0.939 0.912 0.923 0.567
~0.099!

¯ ¯

Sii 0.9995 0.9990 0.9998 0.9985
~0.961!

¯ ¯

(8~calc.! 1.11 2.07 0.83 10.87 ¯ ¯

(8~estim.! 2.27 5.17 4.67 19.41 ¯ ¯

H2O 1b1 3a1 1b2 2a1 1a1

I i(calc) 12.74 14.96 18.94 32.65
~34.22!

¯

e i
resp 6.21 6.03 5.66 6.27 38.94

(M21e resp) i 2.66 3.33 1.55 10.61 44.98
(M21P)i i 0.920 0.906 0.934 0.520

~0.291!
¯

ni 0.922 0.923 0.933 0.504
~0.304!

¯

Sii 0.9997 0.9994 0.99990 0.9994
~0.9998!

¯

(8~calc.! 2.51 1.23 1.85 12.50 ¯

(8~estim.! 3.64 4.71 2.55 24.59 ¯

HF 1p 3s 2s 1s
I i(calc.) 16.26 20.10 39.38

~42.84!
¯

e i
resp 7.16 6.61 7.01 43.05

(M21e resp) i 3.34 2.75 10.91 50.65
(M21P)i i 0.939 0.869 0.539

~0.111!
¯

ni 0.924 0.931 0.733
~0.140!

¯

Sii 0.9998 0.996 0.994
~0.996!

¯

(8~calc.! 3.68 4.18 11.85 ¯

(8~estim.! 4.32 5.36 26.21 ¯
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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investigation of these relations will be given in this secti
~for H2) and the next section~for some other prototype mol
ecules!.

Tables II and III present individual components of t
e – I relations~1.7! calculated for the closed-shell molecul
H2 , CO, HF, H2O, HCN. The Dyson orbitals have bee
obtained with theMELD package,32 in particular, the program
CISTAR of this package has been used to generate the w
functionsC0

N00, C0
(N21)1/21/2 and to calculate the ioniza

tion energies, and the program PES has been used fo
subsequent calculation ofdi according to Eq.~1.2!. For each
irreducible representation of the molecular symmetry gro
MELD allows us to calculate up to 50 Dyson orbitals and
highest possible symmetry group isD2h . The matricesM , P,
e respand their combinationsM21P, M21PI, andM21erespin
Eq. ~1.7! have been calculated with the abovemention
Gaussian orbital density functional code12,26 based on the
ATMOL package.25 In particular, the response potentialv resp

has been calculated on a numerical grid by the direct s
traction ~3.9! of the potentialsvc,kin andvxc

hole from the con-
structed KS potentialvxc with subsequent numerical integra
tion to get the matrix elementse i

resp. To do this, the potentia
vxc

hole of Eq. ~2.19! has been constructed from the secon
order density matrix with the codes.12,26 The MELD calcula-
tions have been performed in the same basis sets as
ATMOL ones described in the previous section. The same
sis sets have been used forN and (N21) electron systems
which is required to calculate the Dyson orbitals with t
PES program.

Within these basis sets, the summation over the Dy
orbitals, which is required in order to get the matrixM21PI,
certainly surpasses~even for small molecules! the limitations
of MELD. The problem, however, is greatly simplified fo
two-electron systems. In this case the (N21) electron wave
functions turn into the Hartree–Fock orbitals of a sing
electron system, so that calculation of all Dyson orbitals
the chosen basis becomes feasible. Thus, one can use b
mark two-electron calculations to check numerically the
lidity of the e – I relations. For a closed-shell two-electro
system we have just one occupied KS orbitalfH . Since
2(fH)25r, M1151, and all matrix elements (M21P)H,i

turn exactly to the pole strengthsni . Then, thee – I relations
~1.7! are reduced to a single equation,

eH52(
i

ni I i1eH
resp, ~4.6!

(
i

`

ni51. ~4.7!

Remarkably, the first term in the r.h.s. of Eq.~4.6! has an
‘‘average spectroscopic’’ structure in the sense, that in
vidual ionizations appear in it with weightsni that corre-
spond to the intensities in the photoelectron spectrum of2 .
Taking into account the exact propertyeH52I H of the
HOMO, we can rewrite Eq.~4.6! in the form,

~12nH!I H2(
i

8niI i1eH
resp50, ~4.8!
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where the prime on the summation indicates omission of
i 5H term.

Table II presents the ingredients of the equality~4.8! as
well as the overlapSHH ,

SHH5
1

AnH
E fH~r !dH~r !dr ~4.9!

between the KS orbitalfH and the normalized Dyson orbita
nH

21/2dH of the primary ionization calculated for the H2 mol-
ecule. This calculation has been performed in the 6-zeta a
cc-pV6Z basis28 without f-, g-, andh-functions. The VIP of
16.44 eV calculated with the full CI in this large basis
taken asI H . Though more than an order of magnitud
smaller thanI H , the calculated contributioneH

resp51.25 eV of
the response potential is still an appreciable quantity.33

Judging from the overlap integralSHH50.99997, the
form of the Dyson orbital of the primary ionizationdH is
very close to that of thesg KS orbitalfH . Even though the
dH after normalization is very similar tofH , its norm clearly
deviates from 1, with the corresponding pole strengthnH

50.953. With this, the first term in the r.h.s. of Eq.~4.8!
amounts to 0.77 eV which, together witheH

resp, yields 2.02
eV. As follows from Eq.~4.8!, this quantity should be exactly
compensated with the contributions from higher ionizatio
in order that thee – I relations~1.7! would provide the exact
propertyeH52I H for the HOMO of H2 . Thus, the value of
2.02 eV of the primed sum estimated fromI H , eH

resp, andnH

is placed in Table II in the entry(8~estim!.
The largest pole strengthn250.024 in the primed sum in

Eq. ~4.8! belongs to the ionization with VIPI 2540.62 eV to
the 2sg state of the cation H2

1 . The next two largest contri-
butions come from higher ionizations withI 4546.23 eV and
I 6550.39 eV, however, the corresponding pole strengthsn4

50.0025 andn650.0024 are an order of magnitude small
thann2 . The summed contributions of these satellites to
sum ( i .12niI i is 1.21 eV, which amounts to 60% of th
required 2.02 eV. The rest of the sum is scattered over m
other ionizations.

Remarkably, the direct calculation of the total sum ov
higher ionizations~with all ionizations within the basis se
included! yields just 2.02 eV@the entry(8~calc.! in Table II#,
so that these ionizations provide the required compensa
of ( i .12niI i to (12nH)I H1eH

respto within 0.01 eV. Appar-
ently the completeness which requires that summation is
tended over the continuum of ion states~with the second
electron also ionized! is approximated to this level of preci
sion by our discrete sum over the ion states described in
finite basis. This means, that in the case of H2 the e – I rela-
tions agree perfectly with the well established conditioneH

52I H . Thus, the present benchmark calculations for2
provide a numerical confirmation for thee2I relations~1.7!.

We note that theeH52I H relation in this case does no
at all arise from smallness of the individual terms in~4.8!.
We will investigate in the next section whether in general
remarkable correspondence between KS orbital energies
VIPs arises from cancellation in the terms of Eq.~4.5! rather
than from them individually being negligible.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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V. EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
OF THE e – I RELATIONS FOR CO, HF, H2O,
AND HCN

Calculation of the components of thee – I relations for
CO, HF, H2O, and HCN produces a coherent picture for
molecules considered~see Table III!. In all cases the Dyson
orbitals of the primary ionizations from the core levels a
not among the first 50di of the corresponding irreducibl
representation allowed byMELD. Thus, the related entries i
Table III are empty. Table III presents the calculated vale
VIPs I i of primary ionizations and, in the case of deep v
lence levels, also~in parentheses! the VIPs of the most im-
portant satellites. In most cases, the calculated VIPs
larger than the experimental ones~compare Tables I and III!,
though the quality of the calculated VIPs is reasonable
possible reason for this overestimation is the use of the s
basis sets for neutral and cationic systems. The basis is
timized for the neutral molecule and may be less w
adapted for the ion. Also the correlation treatment of the
is possibly less effective.

The only data in Table III displayed for both core an
valence levels are the KS orbital matrix elementse i

respof the
response potential and the matrix elements (M21eresp) i ,
which are components of thee – I relations. These have bee
calculated by theATMOL based DFT code as was describ
above. Bothe i

respand (M21eresp) i represent the characterist
step structure ofv resp, with lower values for valence level
and higher values for core levels. Note, that thee i

resp values
for deep valence levels are not much distinguished fr
those for outer valence levels. In particular, for H2O thee i

resp

value of 6.27 eV for the deep valence KS level 2a1 is very
close to that of 6.21 eV for the HOMO 1b1 , while for HF
thee i

respvalue 7.01 eV for the 2sMO is even lower than tha
of 7.16 eV for the HOMO 1p. Thus, for each molecule a
the valencee i

resp values form kind of a ‘‘plateau,’’ above
which stand the coree i

resp values~see Table III!.
Remarkably, the action of the matrixM21 makes the

calculated (M21eresp) i values for outer valence levels consi
tently smaller compared to the correspondinge i

resp and it
raises (M21eresp) i for deep valence levels. As a result, on
the outer valence (M21eresp) i values form a ‘‘plateau,’’ with
the deep valence (M21eresp) i standing appreciably highe
and the core (M21eresp) i still higher ~see Table III!.
(M21eresp) i do not necessarily follow the order of the orbit
energies2e i . For example, for both H2O and HF the small-
est (M21eresp) i values correspond not to the HOMOs, but
the 1b2 and 3sMO, respectively. Though much smaller tha
VIPs I i , the elements (M21eresp) i are appreciable even fo
outer MOs, ranging in this case from 1.55 eV for the 1b2

MO of H2O to 5.11 eV for the 4sMO of CO. Thus, in the
context ofe – I relations, the close correspondence betwe
outer valence2e i and I i established in Sec. III has to b
achieved through the compensation of (M21eresp) i with the
contributions(k8(M

21P) ikI k from other ionizations, as hap
pens for the benchmark case of H2 considered in the previ
ous section.

We proceed with the discussion of the calculated Dys
orbitals di and the ingredients of Eqs.~1.7!, which include
di . For all presented orbitalsdi of the primary ionizations
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their overlap integralsSii with the KS orbitalsf i are very
close to 1~after normalization of thedi) so that, judging
from this criterion, the form ofdi is close to that off i . This
confirms the anticipation of Refs. 16 and 34, although
should caution that also the Hartree–Fock orbitals have s
larly large overlaps with the~normalized! Dyson orbitals. It
is interesting to consider cases where Hartree–Fock orb
differ essentially from the Kohn–Sham orbitals and Dys
orbitals. In one such case~the Cu3Cl3 molecule! it was
observed35 that the Kohn–Sham orbitals do correspond mo
closely to the Dyson orbitals. This molecule exhibits t
‘‘breakdown of Koopmans’ theorem’’ for transition meta
complexes observed long ago by Veillard a
co-workers;36,37the metald electrons are more loosely boun
according to the photoionization experiment, but the p
dominantly 3d Hartree–Fock levels lie below the predom
nantly Cl 3p ones. This is not a correlation effect, but it is
consequence of the tight nature of the 3d orbitals and the
ensuing strong stabilizing effect of the~self-energy correc-
tion part! of the Hartree–Fock exchange operator for thed
orbitals. The Kohn–Sham orbitals, with their single loc
potential for all orbitals, do not exhibit this reversal in th
order of metal and ligand levels. The Dyson orbital of thed
ionization also exhibits the 3d character and it is demon
strated nicely in Ref. 35 that it corresponds to the up
Kohn–Sham orbital~with 3d character!, not to the upper
Hartree–Fock orbital~with Cl 3p character!. It would be in-
teresting to extend such investigations into the nature
Kohn–Sham and Dyson orbitals to molecules with stro
correlation effects.

In our molecules, there is no ambiguity in the identific
tion of the di that belong to the primary ionizations. Th
amplitudes of the outer valencedi ~ionization energies below
22 eV! are also fairly close to that off i , with the corre-
sponding pole strengthsni higher than 0.9. Theni for ion-
ization from 4s MO of CO is the lowest, being precisel
equal to 0.900. In contrast, the pole strength distribution
ionizations from the deep valence levels exhibits an imp
tant satellite structure. In this case,ni of the primary ioniza-
tion is considerably smaller than 1 ranging from 0.365
the 3s level of CO to 0.733 for the 2s level of HF. Never-
theless, the overlap of the normalized Dyson orbital with
corresponding Kohn–Sham orbital remains close to
~.0.99!, so the shape of the Dyson orbital remains similar
that of the KS orbital, only the amplitude is diminished
accordance with theAni factor.

Whenni differs from 1 we expect strong satellites. Th
satellite pole strengths (nc), which are close to or larger tha
0.1 are presented in Table III in parentheses. For CO th
are three such satellites for the 3s orbital, with the pole
strengths of 0.177, 0.083, and 0.171, and VIPs 37.35, 40
and 40.35 eV, respectively. The overlaps of the normaliz
Dyson orbitalsnc

21/2dc with the corresponding KS orbital
3s, are also given in parentheses, below the overlap of
Dyson orbital of the primary ion state with the 3s orbital.
They are also very close to 1, identifying these ion states
satellites to (3s)21. The nature of these satellites can
deduced from the ion wave functions. The first, at 37.35
is a clear-cut example of the second type of satellite m
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tioned in the discussion above. The satellite ion state co
sponds to (5s)21 ionization accompanied withp→p* exci-
tation. The satellite at 40.12 eV is rather more mixed,
contains shake-ups to the (5s)21 primary ionization~both
5s→s* andp→p* shake-ups! and also to the (4s)21 pri-
mary ionization~5s→s* shake-up!. The third satellite, at
40.35 eV, consists of shake-ups to the (4s)21 primary ion-
ization, this time mostly thep→p* excitation with some
admixture of 5s→s* excitation. In all these satellite wav
functions the determinant of the (3s)21 primary ionization
has a significant coefficient, doubtless due to ‘‘ne
degeneracy’’ mixing of the shake-up states of the (5s)21

and (4s)21 ionizations with the (3s)21 primary ionization.
This lends the Dyson orbitals of these ion states thes
shape, which in turn causes the corresponding spectrosc
factors to appear on the row of theM21P matrix for thee3s

KS orbital energy.
It is interesting to consider the structure of theM21P

matrix in the case of CO:

Approximate structure of matrixM21P for the S sym-
metry of CO

We note that the quasidiagonal structure of the leadingH
3H block is evident, as well as the structure of the satel
columns, which only exhibit a significant element in the ro
for the KS orbital to which the column’s ion state is a sat
lite.

For other molecules just one satellite has a pole stren
higher than 0.1, with the largest satellite pole strengthnc

50.304 being calculated for the satellite of the 2a1 level of
H2O with VIP I c534.22 eV, while the calculated pol
strength of the primary ionization from 2a1 is ni50.504
with VIP I i532.65 eV. This satellite corresponds to ioniz
tion to the (N21) stateC (N21)1/2,1/2, which is a mixture of
the primary electron configuration with a single hole (1h) in
the 2a1 MO with a (2h1p) configuration with a double hole
in the 1b2 MO ~which represents thep-electron lone pair of
O! and a single electron excited to the O–H antibond
MO!. This is a shake-up of the primary 1b2

21 ionization,
with ionization from 1b2 accompanied with excitation 1b2

→s* (O–H). We are therefore again dealing with the seco
case we discussed in the introduction to the previous sec
i.e., a shake-up state (1b2→4a1) of the 1b2

21 primary ion-
ization steals intensity from the 2a1

21 primary ion state with
which is nearly degenerate. There is also some mixing
this ion state of a shake-up of the 3a1

21 primary ion state,
namely the 3a1→s* (O–H) excitation. The large contribu
tion in this wave function of the 2a1

21 determinant lends the
Dyson orbital its 2a1 shape~note the overlap of 0.9998 o
the normalized Dyson orbital with the 2a1 Kohn–Sham or-
bital in Table III!.

The structure of theM21P matrix in the A1 block of
H2O is calculated to be:
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Approximate structure of matrixM21P for the A1 sym-
metry of H2O

Again the strongly diagonal nature of theP̄(H3H) matrix,
with diagonal elements close to then3a1

andn2a1
~cf. Table

III ! is evident. The calculated VIPs and pole strengths ag
reasonably with the experimental estimates38 ni

exp50.58 and
I i

exp532.2 eV for the primary ionization andnc
exp50.18, I c

exp

535.0 eV for the satellite. Previous calculation of H2O in a
smaller basis31 gave ni50.44, I i533.1 eV for the primary
ionization andnc50.22, I c533.6 eV for the satellite. From
the comparison of these data one can see, that our calcul
has produced VIPs andni , which are closer to experimen
while in Ref. 31 annc value closer to the experiment ha
been obtained.

So the calculatedM21P matrices have, indeed, th
simple structure that was anticipated in Sec. III. They ha
quasidiagonalH3H blocks for primary ionizations with
small off-diagonal elements and the satellite columns h
the unit-vector~times nc) like structure. Table III presents
the diagonal elements (M21P) i i for the primary ionizations
and~in parentheses! the elements (M21P) ic for major satel-
lites. Comparison of these elements with the pole streng
shows that in all cases (M21P) i i and (M21P) ic are close to
the correspondingni and nc . The only exception is the 2s
level of HF, for which theni value is appreciably larger tha
(M21P) i i . Thus, indeed, the elements of the leadingH3H
block of M21P can be represented with the approxima
equality (M21P) j i 'd j i ni , and for the satellite columns th
approximate equality (M21P) jc'd j i nc(cPVs( i )) holds
true. From this follows, that for eache i the term (M21PI) i in
Eq. ~1.7! can be fairly represented with the ‘‘spectroscop
average’’( jnj I j over the primary ionization and the relate
satellites.

Just as was done for H2 in the previous section, for al
valence levels of the molecules considered in this section
contribution toe i of Eq. ~1.7! from other~than I i) VIPs has
been calculated. As follows from Eq.~1.7!, the full sum over
other VIPs should be equal to the following combination
other ingredients:

(
k

8~M21P! ikI k52~M21P! i i I i2e i1~M21e resp! i .

~5.1!

In Table III, the sum of the l.h.s. of Eq.~5.1! is calculated for
each level over the first 50 terms~the infinite sum has to be
restricted to a finite number of terms, and 50 correspond
the abovementioned program limitation!. The result is placed
in the entry(8~calc.!, while the combination in the r.h.s. o
Eq. ~5.1! with the KS orbital energye i and the experimenta
VIP I i is placed as an estimate of the primed sum in the en
(8~estim.!. Since the quantitiese i , ek

resp, andM21 are ob-
tained from a rather accurate KS solution, we exp
(8~estim.! to be a reasonable estimate of the primed sum
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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As one can see from Table III,(8~calc.! is not precisely
equal to(8~estim.!, as was the case for their H2 analogs~see
Table II!. In fact, in all cases(8~calc.! is consistently lower
than(8~estim.!. For some levels(8~calc.! does agree reason
ably with (8~estim.!. For example, for the 5s HOMO of CO
(8~calc.! is only 0.5 eV lower than(8~estim.!, and for the 1p
HOMO of HF and 1b2 MO of H2O the corresponding dif-
ferences are only 0.6 and 0.7 eV, respectively. However,
other outer valence levels the differences in general amo
to a few eV and for the deep valence levels these differen
are about 10 eV or more. An apparent reason for this disc
ancy is the restricted summation over ionizations in
primed sum(8~calc.!. Unlike in the benchmark H2 calcula-
tion of the previous section, the summation in(8~calc.! for
the considered molecules is far from being complete, wh
is especially true for the deep valence levels. Apparently
omitted ionization channels, of which there are infinite
many ~including the continuum states of the ion! contribute
significantly to the total sum. Another possible reason is
limited ~within the restricted CI! accuracy of the calculate
VIPs I i and Dyson orbitalsdi for higher ionizations, which
might require a higher level of the correlated calculatio
Nevertheless, we assume that VIPsI i and the matrix ele-
ments (M21P) j i for the orbitalsdi of the primary ionizations
and major satellites are calculated with a reasonable a
racy, so that the calculations of this section provide a va
able numerical analysis of the structure of thee – I relations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper both theoretical and numerical insight h
been gained into the relations between the Kohn–Sham
bital energies and relaxed vertical ionization potentia
which provide DFT and SDFT analogs of Koopmans’ the
rem.

Since thee – I relations involve in a constructive way th
Dyson orbitals, a connection has been established betw
the KS and Dyson orbital theories. Using the technique
the total and partial conditional probability amplitudes, t
one-electron equations for the Dyson spin–orbitals and
Schrödinger equation for the square root of the total sp
density have been derived as the limiting cases of a unive
equation for a partial spin-density. With this, the sp
unrestricted KS xc potential is expressed as the statis
average of individual xc potentials for the Dyson spin
orbitals, plus the correctionvc,kin,s due to the correlation
kinetic effect, plus the correctionv resp,s to the energy of
(N21) electrons due to the correlation with the referen
electron.

Accurate KS calculations for some prototype seco
and third-row closed-shell molecules have confirmed
Koopmans type interpretation of thee – I relations, according
to which the KS orbital energies2e i can be considered a
approximaterelaxedVIPs I i . The valence energies2e i cor-
respond closely to the experimental VIPs with an aver
deviation of only 0.08 eV. The Hartree–Fock Koopma
theorem produces, on average, more than an order w
estimate of the valence VIPs with an average deviation
1.27 eV. The GGA-BP systematically underestimates2e I ,
however, if the HOMO is shifted down to2I H and all the
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other orbitals uniformly shifted by the same amount2(eH
BP

1I H), the BP orbital energies reproduce the valence V
remarkably well. This adds to the celebrated good per
mance of GGA for the calculation of the total energi
~which is a global minimum property! also a good quality of
GGA from the point of view of the form of the potential i
the bulk region, which is a more sensitive criterion.

A benchmark calculation of the components of thee – I
relations for the H2 molecule has provided a numerical co
firmation of these relations. For the single occupiedsg KS
orbital thee – I relation yields precisely the established pro
erty eH52I H , since the sum over higher ionizations is t
tally compensated~within an accuracy of 0.01 eV! with the
contributioneH

respfrom the response potential and the resid
(12nH)I H of the primary ionization potential.

Calculation of the components of thee – I relations for
the molecules CO, HF, H2O, and HCN has revealed th
structure of these relations and the relative magnitude
their individual components. The KS and Dyson orbita
have been compared. The shape and amplitude of all o
valence Dyson orbitals of the primary ionizations are close
those of the corresponding KS orbitals. However, only
shape of the deep valence Dyson orbitals of the primary i
ization resembles that of the KS orbitals, while the amplitu
of the Dyson orbitals is considerably smaller and, acco
ingly, appreciable satellite Dyson orbitals have been fou
for the deep valence levels. As a result of this, the calcula
M21P matrix has a quasidiagonalH3H block for primary
ionizations, (M21P) j i 'd j i ni , and the satellite columns hav
the special structure (M21P) jc'd j i nc(cPVs( i )). This ren-
ders for the first term in the r.h.s. of thee – I relations~1.7!
an interesting and physically meaningful interpretation
‘‘average spectroscopic structure’’ due to the primary ioniz
tions and satellites. In its turn, the second term of the r.h.s
Eq. ~1.7! exhibits for the various KS orbitals a characteris
step pattern with a ‘‘plateau’’ for the outer valence orbita
and atomic-shell steps for the deep valence and core lev

The present theoretical and numerical results provid
basis for the understanding and interpretation of Kohn–Sh
theory in terms of the molecular electronic structure and th
also provide a connection with other one-electron theories
this paper a connection has been made between the Ko
Sham and Dyson one-electron theories. As concerns the
genvalue spectra, the main point of the present paper,
one-electron equations for the Dyson orbitals seem to b
more natural counterpart for the KS equations than the o
electron equations for the natural orbitals~NOs!.39 Indeed, as
we have established, the energies of the occupied KS orb
are distributed just like~minus! VIPs, which are the eigen
values of the Dyson orbitals of the primary ionization
Compared to this, NOs have a very different distribution
the eigenvalues, with a degeneracy of all orbitals which h
the same occupation.40,41
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